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Section-A

Ql- Attempt aII parts. AII parts carry equal marls. Write
answer of each part in short (2x10:20)

(a) What is an abstract data tpe? Is time and space com-
plexity considered in definingADT?, 

.

(b) Pqform evatuation ofpostfix expressionrsing staclc ABC
+ *DE /- , where

A:5, B:6, C:2rD-lz, E=4
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- (c)

(d)

How does linked list differ from an arr:ay?

At mos! how many comparisons are rquired to search

an eleme,lrt from a soffi vector of 1023 elements tning

the binary search algorithm ?

(e) Demonsffiate how will you represent the following sparse

matrix having integer values'?

lo r ool
lo s o ol
l0 0 0 0l

Lroool
(0 Generate a binary search tree for the list - 53, 65,86,

78,5, 25,34,29

How will be the elements having same priority accessed

from a priority queue?

How many pointers are contained as data members in

the nodes of a circular doubly linkd list ofintegers with

five nodes?

Draw a directed weighted (assume random weights)

graph having 5 vertices and each node having drgree 4.

G)

(h)

o
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0) A certain sorting algorithm is applied to the follow-
ing dataset 4s,r,27,36,s4,g0.After two passes the re-
arrangement of the data is l, 27, 45, 36, s4, 90.
Identify the sorting algorithm that was applie d?Jus-
tify the answer.

Section-B
.*

Q2. Attempt any Iive questions from this section.

(a) Explain
notatim-

(10xF S0)

asymptotic notations. I)iscuss Big(o)

O) Explain howpolpomial can be exprmsed gsing lfukd
list- write a c progftm' to add two potpomiars using
linked lisr

(c) write a c progmm to impleurent staak using linked list
and perform PUSH and POP operations ir"to the stack

(d) Explain the concept of circular queue. Discuss the base
ctNes to be verified for carrying our insertion and dele-
tion operations in a circular queue.
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(e) Find out degree of each node for a gaph given be-

low. Apply BFS algorighm and obtain the graph node

traversal sequence, considering startind node of the

BFS traversal as Node 1'

(0

-h

1,
:,*G,

-rJ1
s

What is tail recrrsion? Write a C

recursive function that solves tower

lem.

G) Draw Huffiinan tree and generate Hutrman code for

the followmg synbols whose @uencyof owtrrmce

in a message is stated along with slmbols gven below

: Also estimate the total n*mber of memory bits saved

usingtheHuffinancodingscheme.

A:15 8:16 C:17 D:12 E:25 G:6 H:l L15

(a) write a c program to search an element in array

using binarY search, technique'

program usmg

of Hanoi Prob-

(h)
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(b) Perform two way merge sort operation on the

array given-

24 7 46 4t 85 4 94 t4

Section-C 
,:;

Note: Attempt any two questions from this section.

(15x2:30)

Q3. What is the importance of Garbage Collection?

Write an algorithm to delete and insert elements in

DEQUE.

Write an algorithm to delete last element ftom a doubly

linkdlist
t"

Sort 2A,35, 40, 100, 3,10, 15 using selection sort.

Elplain wift an exaryle to find minimum cost spanning

tee using lkuskal algorigftm.

Q4.

(a)

o)

(c)

(a)

o)
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Q5. (a) Generate a bioaty tree for the following trarrersal
sequences given _

IN-ORDER: BFGHPRsTwYz

PRE-ORDER : P F B H G s R Y T w Z

(b) Write an algorithm to convert an infix exprmsion into
postfix form"
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